[Failure conditions of glass filament yarns: a contribution to the valuation of carcinogenic potentials of fiber fragments].
Failure of glass filament yarns results in the formation of many fragments. Through inhalation, these particles can intrude into the human body. If the fragments are sufficiently bioresistant and have a fiber dust geometry, according to the MAK-values (6), i.e. if they are longer than 5 microns and thinner than 3 microns and show an aspect ratio greater than 3, they have a carcinogenic potential. Since the glass filaments show a diameter greater than 3 microns, no fiber dust particles will be formed if transversal fiber failure occurs without crack-branching. In the present study the geometric distribution of fragments after failure of glass filament yarns under combined stress was investigated in order to estimate the carcinogenic potential of the fragments. The knot tension test was shown to be a suitable method for this investigation. A defined fraction of the total amount of fragments were analysed with scanning electron microscopy (SEM) by measuring their length and diameter. To investigate whether the analysed particles are fragments of the glass filament yarns, chemical analysis was performed with energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX). Morphologically, two different fragment types were observed: a) Fragments with their entire filament cross-section which were formed by transversal fiber fraction. b) Smaller fragments which were formed through crack-branching. These smaller fragments were observed to adhere on the bigger fragments due to high surface forces. During each knot tension test, 5-60 fragments per filament were formed. However, the fraction of fiber dust particles was very low and showed a maximum of 1.5%. Only in one of the four tested yarn types (high temperature yarn HT 75) the formation of fiber dust particles was observed. The other yarns showed fragments with dimensions close to fiber dust geometry. Therefore, it cannot be excluded that some fragments with fiber dust geometry may have been formed during mechanical testing. Fragment distribution of the studied E-glass yarns was shown to be dependent on the modification method. To date, it cannot be excluded that there are types of glass filament yarns forming a major quantity of fiber dust particles during failure. The fragments of type b such as fiber dust particles were observed to adhere on bigger fragments which are themselves too big to reach the alveoli. In the present study the stability of these agglomerates under various environmental conditions was not investigated. Moreover, fragment agglomerates should not be considered on their own but in connection with the application. The presented tests were carried out with simple yarns and, therefore, represent isolated observations.